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Peter Murray began the presentation by showing WWWOptions that are either the least 
used or the most popular. Everything he talked about is in release now. 
 
There are three options for Patron Record Displays. The first is to put the patron 
information in a frame, using the FRAMEURL_PAT WWWOption. Peter does not 
recommend using this option, or any frames-based option, because of the difficulty using 
frames for bookmarking and accessibility reasons.  This option controls the percentage of 
the frame used for this purpose. The second patron record display option, 
PREF_SEARCHES, is used in My Millennium to determine how many searches can be 
saved. This can be broken down by PTYPE if desired.  The third option allows you to 
turn on notification via e-mail of newly purchased materials than match saved searches. 
Sample configuration files and e-mail messages are included in the presentation slides. 
The U Conn Law Library Innovative system runs a batch program weekly, at a day and 
time the library specifies, that sends e-mail to patrons with items matching their “Mark 
for E-mail” settings. It can be run against the cataloged CATDATE date or CDATE in 
the bibliographic record, or the received date in the order record. You must decide how 
far back you want to look for new materials when you generate the e-mail notices. The e-
mail may include the author, title and publication date, and/or the ISSN of the material. 
You cannot specify a reply-to address. That may be a good enhancement idea. 
 
There are three General Display Options that are interesting. The 
CLEAR_PRIVATE_INFO works with JavaScript to increase the privacy of patron 
information by preventing data from being stored in the browser’s cache. You may use 
the TIMEOUT directive to either insert a stylesheet (CSS) or block meta robots as well as 
any other arbitrary HTML in your HEAD tag with various TABLEPARAM options in 
Release 2002/Phase 1. You can control tables within the OPAC display with Cascading 
Style Sheets. For example, you may change the color and outline the search widget table. 
This type of thing can be done on the browse and bibliographic record screens, and the 
patron display and patron functions tables.  
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Next, Browse Display Options were covered.  You may offer more information on the 
brief and extended browse screens by using the BRIEF and EXTENDED WWWOptions. 
You can add an element, like the author, on all browse screens, or customize browse 
screens by the type of index. BRIEF and EXTENDED displays are controlled separately 
and information can come from the item, bib and order records. You may add graphics 
from media types using the IMAGE_MATTYPE WWWOption. Release 2002/ Phase 1 
allows you to change the browse screen column headers “Mark” and “Medium” with the 
BROWSE_HEADERS WWWOption. For example, you could add an “info” symbol to 
explain what the column header “Medium” means. Labels can also be in different 
languages.  
 
Lastly, Peter covered two Record Display Options:  the RECORDFRAME and 
RECORDFRAME_STAFF WWWOptions were mentioned. They allow you to split the 
screen into two or three frames. The latter applies to staff logged into MyMillennium 
with the specified STAFF PTYPE. 
 
John McCullough’s presentation focused in on linking beyond the catalog. You can set 
up an EB (Encyclopedia Britannica) address to do a pass-through search from either the 
browse display or the first subject field in the bibliographic record. 
 
Libraries can also define a Z39.50 pass-through search. That would be defined in login 
administration and you could have a button defined for it along the top of the browse or 
bibliographic screen.  
 
The following three WWWOptions are new in Release 2002/Phase 1. 
 
WEBADDRESS uses the patron’s search or the ISBN (maximum of 10 digits) from the 
bibliographic record to link to Tables of Contents, Chapters or Excerpts, cover images, 
reviews, etc. You would tie this in to Syndetics Solutions or some other purchased 
service, or possibly to Amazon.com or BarnesandNoble.com. This is NOT the 
WebBridge product, it comes with the software upgrade. 
 
RESOURCETABLE allows any button that links outside of the system to be along the 
right hand side of the screen. You may customize this display.  
 
BIBIMAGE allows a library to link a book jacket image to the bibliographic record. It is 
used in conjunction with a content provider. 
 
Libraries have been able to make the location display in the item record to link to 
anything we would like by using the LOC_<location> WWWOption. Many libraries link 
to maps or explanations of the location the material is found in that are contained on 
another HTML page.  
 
Secure Socket Layers are part of Release 2002/Phase 1. The SSL port is 443, the Z39.50 
client port is 211 and the normal OPAC port is 80. 
 



The last new Release 2002/Phase 1 feature is for creating a shopping cart for requests. 
The REQUEST_MULTI WWWOption can be set up for multiple holds. It uses the 
existing export list functionality. There is a new, intermediate screen that gives you the 
option of exporting or requesting the marked records from the browse list. It also allows 
you to request specific items. 
 
Resources explaining all the WWWOptions mentioned in the presentation can be found 
on Peter Murray’s last slide on the Innopac Users Web site, as linked to at the top of this 
article. 
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